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Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the F Overview Overview Most
Popular. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain automatic locking hubs yes Rear limited slip
differential yes Transmission 6-speed automatic Drive type Four wheel drive electronic hi-lo
gear selection yes mechanical center differential yes part time 4WD yes. Fuel tank capacity
Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 5. Power Feature Power Feature digital keypad
power door locks yes Power mirrors yes 2 one-touch power windows yes Heated mirrors yes.
Instrumentation Instrumentation low fuel level warning yes clock yes compass yes external
temperature display yes tachometer yes. Rear hip Room Rear leg room Rear shoulder room
Dimensions Dimensions Front track Gross weight lbs. Angle of approach Angle of departure
Maximum towing capacity lbs. Ground clearance 8. Height Wheel base Width Rear track
Sponsored cars related to the F Suspension Suspension front independent suspension yes
solid live axle rear suspension yes Stabilizer bar stabilizer bar yes double wishbone front
suspension yes. Warranty Warranty Basic 3 yr. Drivetrain 5 yr. Rust 5 yr. Roadside 5 yr.
Inventory See F Inventory. Sign Up. Pale Adobe, cloth Steel Gray, cloth. See F Inventory. The
Ford F is one of the most popular trucks in the United States. That it's also one of the most
capable vehicles on the road today is no coincidence. Like other top-tier full-size pickup trucks,
the F is available in a wide variety of trim levels, comes with many available powertrains, and
delivers big-time towing and hauling capabilities. It's more than just a brawny pickup truck,
though. The F is also versatile enough for family duty. The interior is modern and comfortable
and has many high-class touches. Tech features such as the Sync 3 infotainment system give
you easy access to your smartphone, while the latest in advanced driver safety aids give you
added peace of mind. Notably, forward collision warning with automatic braking is now
standard on every F Of course, if trailer-pulling power is what you're after, the F still has you
covered. Six engines are available, ranging from a basic V6 all the way to a muscular
horsepower turbocharged V6. As part of that six-engine lineup, the F is now available with a 3.
It's likely the best pick of the group if you plan to do a lot of towing, but its significant cost
increase needs to be factored in. Even without all these updates for , the Ford F was a class
leader. And with everything that Ford has done to keep it relevant, this F hasn't lost a step. The
F has been the truck sales leader for decades, so every new F is massively important. That's
why we bought a bright blue Lariat for our long-term fleet when this generation launched in
While we liked the truck overall, we were unimpressed by the new 2. When the model bowed
with a new transmission, we decided to buy another F in nearly the exact same configuration, in
part to see if the fuel economy improved. To read about how economy improved â€” or didn't
â€” read our long-term F test , where we also covered everything from performance to
long-distance seat comfort. There's also the off-road Raptor variant that exists outside the
standard lineup. The Ford F offers three cab styles â€” regular, SuperCab extended and
SuperCrew crew cab â€” and three bed lengths, depending on cab style. Regular and SuperCap
styles can be had with a standard bed 6 feet 6 inches or a long bed 8 feet , while the SuperCrew
offers either a short bed 5 feet 6 inches or the standard bed. Several engines are available,
starting with a 3. It pairs with a six-speed automatic transmission. A turbocharged 2. Finally,
there's the new turbocharged 3. All but the base 3. An optional A package adds power windows
and locks including the tailgate , power mirrors, remote locking and unlocking, cruise control,
Ford's MyKey vehicle control feature, a larger driver information screen, Sync voice controls,
Bluetooth, smartphone app integration, a USB port and a CD player. Other XL add-ons include
chrome and sport appearance packages, the FX4 Off-Road package, side steps, a tailgate assist
step, drop-in or spray-in bedliners, remote vehicle tracking, and trailer tow packages with Ford's
Pro Trailer Backup Assist system essentially a self-steering system to simplify backing up with
a trailer. The XLT trim includes features from the XL's optional A package along with alloy
wheels, chrome bumpers and exterior trim, foglights, a keypad entry system, rear privacy glass,
carpeting, driver and passenger seat lumbar adjustments, additional interior storage bins and
pockets, an 8-inch touchscreen with Sync 3, Apple CarPlay and Android Auto , FordPass Wi-Fi
connectivity for up to 10 devices and an additional USB port. There are a few options for the
XLT. The Mid A option package adds heated mirrors, an auto-dimming driver-side and rearview
mirror, a power-adjustable driver's seat, power-adjustable pedals, rear underseat storage, a
leather-wrapped steering wheel, and a seven-speaker sound system with satellite radio. The
Luxury A package builds on the above features with remote ignition and power-adjustable,
heated front seats. Other notable stand-alone options for the XLT include box side steps, a
regular sunroof SuperCab , a panoramic sunroof SuperCrew , blind-spot monitoring with rear
cross-traffic alert, inflatable rear seat belts and a navigation system. Also included are inch
wheels, a trailer hitch, keyless entry and ignition, power-adjustable pedals, dual-zone automatic
climate control, driver-seat memory settings, ambient lighting, leather upholstery and ventilated
front seats. The Mid A package adds upgraded mirrors, remote tailgate release, rear parking

sensors and front-facing spotlights to the features listed in the XLT's Luxury A package. The
Luxury A package, meanwhile, adds LED headlights and foglights, automatic wipers, a heated
and power-adjustable steering wheel, front bucket seats, heated rear outboard seats SuperCrew
, a navigation system, and an speaker stereo with HD radio. Other options include lane
departure warning, power-deployable running boards, a surround-view camera system, an
automated parallel parking system and adaptive cruise control. The King Ranch trim is only
offered on the SuperCrew and comes with the 5. It builds on the Luxury A package with a
Western styling theme inside and out. With a bit more conventional luxury equipment, the
Platinum trim adds inch wheels, power-deployable running boards and wood and aluminum
interior trim. Essentially at the top of the range is the F Limited, which comes with the
high-output version of the turbocharged 3. The off-road-focused F Raptor uses the same
high-output version of the turbocharged 3. It has many of the same features as the XLT, but it
offers a reinforced frame, a special four-wheel-drive system, a modified long-travel suspension,
Fox shocks, flared fenders, skid plates, inch wheels with upgraded off-road tires, and special
interior trim with leather and cloth upholstery. The Raptor offers many of the same options as
the XLT and the Lariat, as well as a few exterior styling packages, a Torsen limited-slip front
differential and forged, bead-lock capable wheels. Each vehicle typically comes in multiple
versions that are fundamentally similar. The ratings in this review are based on our full test of
the Ford F turbo 2. NOTE: Since this test was conducted in , the current F has received some
minor revisions, including the addition of forward collision mitigation as standard and the
expansion of availability for other options. As such, our findings remain applicable to this year's
F Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're
interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap
used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested
in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other
owners paid for the Used Ford F SuperCrew. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people
and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective,
it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and
keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Ford lease specials Check out Ford F lease specials. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the F for sale near
you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Which
F does Edmunds recommend? Which version of the F you choose will depend entirely on your
needs, but a few stand out to us as the most well-rounded. For trim, we'd go with the midlevel
Lariat. It has all sorts of functional features but doesn't skimp on the luxury trimmings. The
Lariat comes with the turbocharged 2. Consider upgrading to the 3. Overall rating 8. What's it
like to live with? Ford F XLT The XLT trim includes features from the XL's optional A package
along with alloy wheels, chrome bumpers and exterior trim, foglights, a keypad entry system,
rear privacy glass, carpeting, driver and passenger seat lumbar adjustments, additional interior
storage bins and pockets, an 8-inch touchscreen with Sync 3, Apple CarPlay and Android Auto ,
FordPass Wi-Fi connectivity for up to 10 devices and an additional USB port. Ford F Raptor The
off-road-focused F Raptor uses the same high-output version of the turbocharged 3. Read more.
Driving 8. The F is a strong performer, even without the range-topping engine. The
turbocharged 2. This truck steers and handles about as well as anything in the class. It has
confidence-inspiring brakes, too. Acceleration 9. There's lots of thrust with the 2. Even from a
standstill, this thing rips. It's quite responsive, too. Despite being the smaller of the two
EcoBoost V6s, the 2. It hit 60 mph in only 6. That's quick. Braking 8. The brakes are easy to
modulate, with a reasonably firm pedal. They feel reassuring even when towing a trailer. In
Edmunds testing, the F stopped from 60 mph in feet â€” a good result among full-size pickups.
Steering 7. There's little steering feel pertaining to what the tires have in terms of grip, but it's
good at letting you know when they're pointed straight. The steering ratio is spot-on for a
vehicle this large. It's easy to whirl the wheel around in parking lot situations, though it's a bit
light at freeway speeds. Handling 8. As full-size pickups go, the F turns and handles agreeably.
The body control is good enough that it doesn't make it feel even more ponderous, and it
responds to inputs of the wheel without excessive delay. The rear axle can be upset by
midcorner bumps, which is not unusual. Drivability 8. The speed transmission shifts smoothly
and makes good decisions regarding gear choice. Its wide gearing spread means there's a gear
for every occasion. The ample engine torque helps, too. Engine braking is limited, though, and it

can be a bit slow to acknowledge manual gear-change commands. Off-road 8. This truck will do
moderate off-road work, augmented with its FX4 Off-Road package includes an electronically
locking differential, hill descent control, skid plates and more rugged shocks. But the low front
air dam limits its approach angle. Comfort 8. There's a lot to like about the F All seats provide
both appropriate support and all-day comfort, and the climate control system is a model of
effectiveness. Plus the cabin environment is quiet and calm. The optional FX4 Off-Road package
doesn't make the ride objectionable at all. Seat comfort 9. The Lariat's leather bucket seats are
well-shaped and plush, and they stay comfortable over hundreds of miles. Plus they come with
heating and ventilation. The SuperCrew's rear seats are nearly as comfortable. Ride comfort 7.
This truck has good manners on the street. The FX4 Off-Road option stiffens up the ride
slightly, but it's never harsh or bothersome. As with most pickups, the rear tires can skitter over
rough surfaces when the bed is empty. Wind and road noise is nearly absent on the highway,
especially if you do without the optional larger tow mirrors. Engine noise is pleasantly muted
when cruising, and even if you floor the accelerator, the 2. Climate control 9. The climate control
system is powerful and fast-acting, and the big, chunky temperature knobs and clearly labeled
buttons are easy to use. Heated and cooled seats up front work well overall. Our test truck had
heated rear seats, too. Interior 8. The F gets high marks for everyday ease of use and interior
quality. Combined with the ratings for comfort, it's simply a pleasant place to spend a full day
on the road. Ease of use 7. Most major controls are well labeled and logically placed, and the
customizable gauge cluster affords a wealth of information. Knobs are large, obvious and
well-placed. The large console-mounted transmission selector occupies valuable space,
though. The F requires some effort â€” even for the average adult â€” to climb in. Fortunately,
the large door openings and the Lariat's standard running boards are a help. And all four doors
of the SuperCrew cab have a generous grab handle. Driving position 8. With ample
steering-wheel rake, seat adjustment range and movable pedals, the F accommodates a variety
of body types. A bit more steering-wheel reach would be appreciated. Roominess 9. Large and
tall occupants will find plenty of space, yet the driving position is adjustable enough to keep
smaller drivers from feeling as if they're in a cavern. The SuperCrew back seat is just as roomy;
there is no bad seat in the F Visibility 9. Visibility out the front and sides is excellent, and the
Lariat's standard backup camera helps to the rear. But the optional surround-view camera
system takes it to another level. Backing into a tight parking space is stress-free. Quality 7. The
F is solidly built and, despite its workhorse intentions, the Lariat trim has an interior that's plush
and free of squeaks and creaks. Some of the plastics look and feel cheap, but it's put together
well. Utility 8. Lots of storage options inside and out make the F one of the most capable utility
vehicles you can buy. It's all relative, though, and this Ford doesn't quite trump the Ram's cabin
for vastness or versatility. We love the Ford's tailgate, however, and the bed is great even
without the sliding tie-downs. Small-item storage 8. Nearly everything you'd need can be
handled by the large, deep center console bin with a removable tray and a handy nook forward
of the transmission selector. Two average-size cupholders, door pockets and a glovebox round
out the package. Cargo space 8. The backseat bottom flips up easily for additional storage on
the flat floor. There's a narrow bin beneath the seat to handle long items. Child safety seat
accommodation 8. The upper tether routes under the headrest. There's plenty of space for even
the largest rear-facing child seat. Towing 8. There is ample towing capacity available, even with
the smaller 2. It's unfazed by heavy loads. Even so, the F doesn't deliver a towing experience
that's as drama-free as the Ram â€” and there isn't much engine braking in the Ford. Hauling 8.
The lightweight, damped tailgate works beautifully. Four oversized high-mounted tie-down
points and four smaller lower ones are well-situated. Factory bedliner and lights were equipped
on our test vehicle, plus a terrifically handy deployable tailgate step. Technology 7. Sync 3 is a
capable system that's improved through maturity. It's not the quickest system out there, but its
intuitive screen flow helps its standing. Connecting a phone via CarPlay or Bluetooth
sometimes requires multiple attempts. Many driver assistance features are available. A clear
display with logical menu structure and crisp graphics. Screens switch reasonably briskly. The
map supports swipes and pinch-and-zoom functions. Smartphone integration 8. A native phone
interface allows access to music but not podcasts. Apple CarPlay and Android Auto are
supported. In front, there are two USB inputs and one volt power point. The back seat has that
plus a volt AC outlet. Driver aids 7. Our test truck was equipped with a blind-spot alert system
with trailer monitoring and rear cross-traffic alert. More aids are optional, however. The trailer
system isn't as well-executed as Ram's because here you must manually input trailer length.
Voice control 7. Native voice controls respond well to prescribed prompts but do not support
natural language. When using CarPlay, Siri takes over, and that makes a world of difference.
Scorecard Overall 8. Write a review See all 84 reviews. This is my Ford new F red Lariat. The
three thousand miles I've had it in the shop 3 times for transmissions issues. Last weekend it

started pouring transmission fluid all over the place. Back in the shop again. Poor gas mileage
go to the inconsistent shifting. Logging into overdrive hard downshifting. Also there is a squeak
or chirp sound coming from the engine this is the 5. I wish I would not have traded in my with a
6-speed transmission. Don't take my word for it look at the forumns that are out there on these
Transmissions. Ford is keeping quiet about these issues for now the F is a bread-and-butter so I
know they are not going to issue a recall until it becomes had a massive issue. I've never been
so disappointed in Ford if it comes down to run by in this truck back I don't know if I will ever
get another Ford would I have been a loyal Ford owner for 30 years such a huge
disappointment. Read less. If buying a F try to buy low mile with a 6 speed transmission. I have
a F 3. Got a new transmission installed and on the way home 20 miles. It did not shift right and
overheated ,the whole underneath of the truck and tail gate dripping transmission fluid so I
called roadside assistance the truck is back at the dealership but they are not sure what is
wrong. Without a truck again they are having trouble with this 10 speed transmission. So - over
the last few years I have owned them all - mostly multiples of each of the following - Tundra's,
Tacomo's, Silverado's. My first new Ford since And so far could not be happier with this
purchase. Quiet, controlled ride, power that is unbelievable, great audio system, controls where
you want them to be, very comfortable seats. Gas mileage outstanding, and I live in Montana
where speed limit on interstate is 80 mph. Just about a thousand miles on the vehicle now - not
one fill-up has been under On one of these trips hauled maybe lbs of stuff for a wedding miles
away. This includes combined city driving as well. The auto start stop is fine - slight shudder
when it shuts down but ready to go when you hit the pedal - nice to know I am not burning gas
when sitting at a long light. Have not had one issue requiring me to take to the dealer since
purchasing about a month ago. Navigation system is a pleasure to use especially after the
aggravation that sets in when you try the Toyota system. Added rear wheel well panels and mud
flaps from Husky - easy install. On the trip to trade a Tacoma for this Ford the Tacoma got So far
so good. Stay away from these things. Take my advice give ford time to work out the kinks on
these things I'm on my second truck first one was a xl stx package 4x4 now the second is a xlt
with the fx4 package and both of em suck in everyway possible shifting problems stupid
squealing noises from the engine from what I can tell transmissions makes the dumbest
cartoon laser charging up sound when you accelerate all of which is frankly embarrassing to me
for the money i am spending I alot of shuddering when you give it gas and I just had to start a
oil consumption test and I'm basicly stuck with this monstrosity because until somthing major
goes out on it it all your going to be told is that all of this is normal which I know is bull but they
know these trucks have defects in them but they arent willing to admit it at least not now
anyway so take my word be carefull. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test
Result No Tip. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars
related to the F Sign Up. Even a best-selling vehicle like the Ford F is not immune to changing
times. Consumers demand more efficient vehicles, even in the highly-competitive pickup truck
space. While electric pickups are imminent, Ford thinks it has a more ready approach for
today's truck owner. The Ford F arrives as an all-new model, now with an optional hybrid
drivetrain for the first time ever. Ford's venerable EcoBoost series makes a comeback as well,
combining with the electric motors in a new PowerBoost combination. There are more
conventional V6, V8, and diesel engines available too, for buyers who want to keep their trucks
old school. Along with the new hybrid powertrain, Ford has made extensive changes to the F,
including a revised exterior and a radical new interior. Ford has been challenged recently by the
likes of General Motors and Ram, but the Blue Oval hopes this latest F will help stave off the
competition. The F has been the best-selling truck in America for 43 years, and after driving a
Platinum-trim Ford F with the new PowerBoost hybrid system to review for a week, we don't see
that changing any time soon. The latest Ford F is an all-new introduction for the model year.
Dubbed by Ford as the toughest F ever conceived, the latest truck boasts updated exterior
styling, a newly available hybrid powertrain, and vastly improved technology. Six different
engines are on offer, with the most notable being the new 3. The rest of the engine options are
similar to what has been offered before and include a 2. Another advantage to the hybrid is the
availability of a new 7. The more aggressive appearance is combined with features like active
grille shutters to make this a more aerodynamic truck than before. In the cabin, there are new
materials and a big step up in tech, with an expansive inch touchscreen on upper trims and the
ability for the Ford F truck to receive over-the-air updates. A new Ford F should look both
familiar and fresh; that's not an easy ask, but Ford seems to have pulled it off. The frontal
aspect has a more squared-off look than before, highlighted by crisp daytime running lights and
a massive grille, while the rear is more chiseled with updated taillight clusters that appear to
stretch deeper into the rear fenders. A staggering 11 different grille options are on offer, so the
F's look changes markedly depending on the trim and how it is specced. The base XL comes

with black bumpers, halogen headlamps, inch steel wheels, and a two-bar style black grille.
Upgrading to the XLT introduces chrome bumpers, but the range-topping Ford F Limited almost
looks like a different truck entirely with its full LED lighting, satin chrome grille surround,
twin-panel moonroof, and inch polished alloy wheels. From functional workhorse to a
luxury-oriented truck, there's something for everyone here. With three bed sizes and three body
styles, the F's dimensions vary significantly from one model to the next. We'll start with the
numbers that are common to all versions, though. Regardless of the F you choose, every model
has a width of With the trailer tow mirrors, you'll want to avoid narrow lanes as the width swells
to Three box sizes are on offer; the smallest stretches to 5. It's worth noting that the smallest
box is only offered on the SuperCrew, while this body style isn't compatible with the largest
box. Both the Regular Cab and SuperCab can be had with either of the bigger box sizes. The
shortest wheelbase belongs to the Regular Cab with the 6. The truck's length varies from
Finally, the height range is from The new Ford F must also be able to tackle some off-roading
when required to do so. Bearing this in mind, the ground clearance varies between 8. However,
these maximum figures in each category will vary from one configuration to the next. In terms of
curb weight, the lightest F is the Regular Cab 4x2 with the 3. None of these colors cost anything
extra. Here, a secondary color can also be chosen, but this once again requires further
equipment upgrades. With so many possibilities on offer, it's best to spend some time playing
with Ford's online configurator to create your perfect F These colors are also offered on other
trims like the King Ranch, which offers the distinctive choice of Kodiak Brown paired with a
Stone Gray lower body. The new Ford F's performance ranges from adequate to truly brisk for a
large truck. Making the least power in the lineup is the 3. There are three other gas-powered V6
engines on offer, with the 3. However, the most impressive outputs are reserved for the
hybridized 3. In independent testing, this engine was able to power a four-wheel-drive variant of
the F pickup to 60 mph in just 5. At the other end of the Ford F towing capacity spectrum, the 3.
There's also a 2. Of course, rear-wheel-drive versions of the F are offered as well. The hybrid is
one of the quickest large trucks you can buy, but the ballistic Ram TRX is the one to get if all
you care about is straight-line speed. There are six different engines on offer throughout the
Ford F pickup truck, starting with the base 3. There are two gas-powered EcoBoost units to
choose from, starting with the 2. If you still believe that there is no replacement for
displacement, there is a 5. The only diesel in the lineup is the 3. However, the king of the current
F range is the new 3. Regardless of the model you choose, every F engine is paired with a
ten-speed automatic transmission. Besides the base 3. The hp electric motor has been
integrated into the transmission and helps to provide plenty of grunt. This powertrain includes a
1. Despite adding a radical new powertrain option to the mix, Ford made sure to keep the F's
driving manners very close to the outgoing model. The steering, while far from sports-car-like,
gives a firm impression of what the front end is up to without feeling twitchy or numb. In terms
of body control, the F still can not match the Ram 's coil spring ride quality, especially when
equipped with the optional air suspension. There's plenty of shaking and shimmying when the F
drives over bumps, and prepare for heaps of body lean through tight turns. This is a truck, after
all, so you can wait for the upcoming Raptor version if you crave improved performance.
Though the Ram still outclasses it in ride comfort, the F will surge past the so long as it isn't the
new supercharged TRX model. They say there's no replacement for displacement, but Ram's 5.
Even GM's mighty 6. Selectable drive modes, including a surprisingly fun Sport mode and a
super-numb Eco mode, change the character of the drivetrain for different situations. The truck
can coast or creep in traffic using electric power alone, making the F's driving experience more
calming. We could barely tell when the engine engaged or disengaged aside from a few rough
starts after hitting the throttle en-route to a fresh green light. Anyone who doubts that a hybrid
pickup truck can still be tough will eat their words after a jaunt in the PowerBoost F The Ford F
gas mileage you attain will depend largely on the engine you choose and the work you subject it
to. Sadly, we struggled to average just 22 mpg in our 4WD tester, and in the pickup truck world,
a few mpg makes a big difference. However, the hybrid F is clearly a winner in city driving.
Running on regular gas, the 3. Both this model and the 2. However, with the 3. Predictably, the
5. The gas tank size varies across the range, with Regular Cab and SuperCab variants
employing a gallon tank and the SuperCrew able to carry 26 gallons of fuel. However, an
extended-range gallon gas tank is available on all body styles but isn't compatible with the inch
wheelbase, the diesel engine, or the hybrid. Instead, the hybrid gets its own With the gallon tank
and the 2. The previous F pickup truck had a solid cabin, but it wasn't as luxurious as what Ram
brought to the table with its latest Ford knew it needed to up its game in this area and that's
exactly what has been done inside the new F Although the cabin doesn't look dramatically
different, the materials are better, build quality is sturdy, the available inch infotainment
touchscreen is much-improved, and the top trims feel truly luxurious. Most people should be

able to get used to the control layout quickly. There are some nifty available features like the
transmission shifter that can fold away to open up a flat work surface, which is perfect for using
a laptop on the job site, while Active Drive Assist will allow for hands-free driving on over ,
miles of highways in the US and Canada. Yes, you can even get an F with massaging seats.
Ford offers the F in three different body styles, each with varying levels of passenger space.
The Regular Cab is the smallest option with seating for up to three passengers on a single front
bench. Opting for the SuperCab adds room for five or up to six with the front bench with a tight
The SuperCrew is ideal for families or large work teams with its full-sized rear doors and seating
for five or six with a whopping No matter which body style you get, headroom remains excellent
with over 40 inches in the front and back seats. It is worth noting that the Ram offers better
sliding and reclining rear seats that are more comfortable on long journeys. Ford does offer a
feature called Max Recline seats on the King Ranch, Platinum, and Limited models, allowing the
driver and passenger to drop back nearly degrees to take a nap. The basic XL Regular Cab
starts things off with Medium Dark Slate cloth upholstery or the same color scheme with tough
vinyl upholstery. This same rugged approach continues with a urethane steering wheel and a
floor covering in black vinyl. On the XL SuperCab, black sport cloth upholstery is optionally
available. The first trim to offer standard leather front seats is the Lariat, with these offered in a
choice of Medium Dark Slate, Black, or Baja Tan. A leather-wrapped steering wheel is also
standard from this trim and up. Another welcome step up is the King Ranch which gets a Mesa
leather-wrapped steering wheel, genuine wood interior accents, and a special Java color
scheme for its leather-upholstered seats. The Platinum's classy cabin comes with multi-contour
leather seats in either Black or Carmelo, while the Limited boasts an Admiral Blue
leather-wrapped steering wheel and the same shade for its leather seats. This interior is a
massive improvement over the previous generation and puts the F much closer to the Ram 's
level. The latest F offers the same 5. The smallest box is only offered on the SuperCrew and has
an inside length of In the middle of the pack is the 6. With its greater Finally, the eight-foot box
on the Regular Cab and SuperCab has a The Ram can't compete with the F's biggest box, but
the Chevrolet Silverado leads the way here with up to However, the Ford F pickup offers about
as much space as anyone could need, along with an exceptional maximum payload capacity of
3, lbs for the Regular Cab 4x2 with the biggest box and the 3. That's around 1, lbs more than
what the most capable Silverado can offer. The new Ford F is a large vehicle so unsurprisingly
has numerous options for interior storage. On the base model, you don't get the massive center
console as on other versions, but this is optionally available although seating capacity will be
reduced. Large cupholders make it easy to store cups or coffee or water bottles, while a
wireless charging pad and a narrow slot to store your smartphone alongside the shift lever are
useful. On the SuperCrew, an available fold-flat, partitioned storage compartment is available
beneath the rear seat which is perfect for fishing rods and the like. From affordable workhorse
to a luxury chariot that can rival some truly upscale sedans, the Ford F lineup covers the full
gamut. One step above this is the XLT which adds cruise control, lane-keeping assistance, and
rear parking sensors. After this, the sky - and your budget - are the limit as the F can be
equipped with dual-zone automatic climate control, rain-sensing wipers, heated and ventilated
front seats, heated rear seats, wireless charging, a power-adjustable and heated steering wheel,
power-adjustable front seats with a driver's memory system, power-folding side mirrors, and a
power tailgate. Additional driver-assist technologies include adaptive cruise control, a degree
camera system, front parking sensors, a forward sensing system, and active parking assistance
that merely requires braking from the driver. Outside, more expensive versions boast
power-deployable running boards, LED security approach lamps in the side mirrors, and a
twin-panel moonroof. The higher trim models like the King Ranch, Platinum, and Limited also
gain access to massaging seats that now feel more effective than before. A power-sliding rear
window is available too. The F's new Pro Power Onboard generator offers an output of up to 7.
This larger screen allows drivers to split the display, gaining access to two different functions at
the same time. For example, a driver can have Apple CarPlay or Android Auto running
wirelessly while also controlling the built-in radio. An available inch digital gauge cluster can
show off-roading and navigation data while changing themes based on the drive mode. Power's
rating for the Ford F stands at 84 out of a possible , which is a solid showing. The latest F is still
quite new to the market, so it's little surprise that no problems have resulted in any recalls yet.
Corrosion coverage runs for five years, while roadside assistance is offered for five years or 60,
miles. We expect a more thorough crash-safety score for the new truck imminently. Every new
Ford F comes with a roll stability control, a tire-pressure monitoring system, and six airbags
including side-curtain airbags. On the base XL, you get a rearview camera with dynamic hitch
assist, pre-collision assistance with automatic emergency braking, hill start assist, and trailer
sway control. Many more safety features can be availed via options or choosing a higher trim

level. Other safety items that are available are parking assistance, trailer backup assistance, and
intersection assist. Ford hasn't been in a position to lose its pickup truck sales crown, and with
the F, it should be able to hold this title for years to come. The most recent Ram offered the best
alternative we've seen for years with its premium interior and car-like ride comfort, but this 14th
generation F tips the scale back in Ford's favor. There are still plenty of reasons to pick a
competitor over an F, but following this new update, those differences are no longer glaringly
obvious. The F offers one of the most extensive engine lineups in the business, including the
most available towing capacity, best-in-class payload, and stellar fuel economy. It's also the
only truck on the market to offer a full hybrid powertrain yielding excellent efficiency and
electrifying performance. Ford's updates to the interior bring it more in-line with the Ram and
with features like hands-free driving, massaging seats, and amazing driver assist systems, the F
outclasses its rivals in many respects. The Ford F is clearly one of the best pickup trucks on the
market, and it deserves high consideration. With the F at the beginning of its lifestyle, the other
truck brands must once go into catch up mode. The SuperCrew is, however, also offered on the
cheaper trims. These prices all represent the trims in their cheapest form and in 4x2 guise. Of
course, there are numerous ways to increase the final cost of the Ford F Three bed lengths,
three body styles, and six engines ensure that there is an F for every need and budget. Kicking
off the lineup is a 3. Engine availability is trim-dependent, but every F has a ten-speed automatic
gearbox and can be upgraded from 4x2 to 4x4. As the entry-level F, the XL comes with black
bumpers, a black grille, halogen headlamps, and inch steel wheels. It is one of only two trims
that is compatible with the Regular Cab, while the 3. Inside, you will find cloth or
vinyl-upholstered seats, an eight-inch touchscreen interface, single-zone air conditioning, and a
4G LTE Wi-Fi hotspot. The XLT's specifications include inch alloy wheels, a chrome surround
for the grille, chrome bumpers, heated side mirrors, and a power-locking tailgate. Inside, the
XLT gains cruise control, lane-keep assist, rear parking sensors, and remote keyless entry. The
Lariat gets the more powerful 2. Compared with the XLT, the Lariat adds inch alloy wheels,
trailer tow coverage for the blind-spot monitoring system, LED tailgate exterior lighting,
push-button ignition, dual-zone climate control, and a inch digital gauge cluster. Unlike
preceding trims, the King Ranch can only seat a maximum of five occupants and is only
available as a SuperCrew. It comes with the 5. Moving into luxury territory is the F Platinum with
inch polished alloy wheels, power-deployable running boards, chrome side mirror caps, and a
satin aluminum tailgate applique. It also features a chrome single-bar grille. Finally, the Limited
gets the 3. It rides on massive inch polished aluminum wheels and boasts active park
assistance, trailer reverse guidance, and a twin-panel moonroof. Truck owners love to
customize their purchases and the Ford F does not disappoint. This model can be equipped
with the FX4 Off-Road package with hill descent control, skid plates, and more, but requires the
2. The pricier trims have plenty of customization potential, too. If you intend on towing, there are
plenty of upgrades on offer. If the top-spec Limited is just out of reach, the Platinum can be
upgraded with some of the former's features. The Limited has almost everything already
equipped by default, but one of the most impressive options is the 7. Pickup trucks are highly
personalized items ordered for different tasks, so it's tough to recommend a one-size-fits-all
option. This trim level includes the 2. The Chevrolet Silverado is a good truck but already fell
just short of the outgoing F, so the gap has widened with the release of the new Ford. While the
Chevy had the superior towing capacity of over 13, lbs previously, this has now been eclipsed
by the F The F also has a much better maximum payload figure of 1, lbs more than the Chevy's
best. Some Chevy models are saddled with a dated six-speed automatic, and overall, we prefer
the Ford's powertrains, highlighted by the new hp PowerBoost hybrid. In the Chevy's favor is
greater space for cargo with its eight-foot bed. Despite this, the new Ford F is easily the more
polished truck between these two. As one of the most impressive trucks for sale right now, you
could almost blame the Ram for some of the improvements we've seen in the new F The current
took luxury and tech to new heights in large trucks with its beautifully-trimmed cabin, enormous
touchscreen interface, and plush ride. The Ram remains the most comfortable truck you can
buy in this segment, but the Ford is now at least equal in terms of cabin ambiance. And, while
the F PowerBoost hybrid offers an astonishing mix of pace and efficiency, the Ram TRX has
broken all the rules for high-performing, conventionally-powered trucks. There is no disputing
that the F is the new towing and hauling king, though - it exceeds the Ram's towing capacity by
over 1, lbs and betters its maximum payload by just under 1, lbs. With its bigger available cargo
box, the F also has more space for cargo. If you won't be needing your truck for serious
heavy-duty work and desire a comfortable commuter, the Ram remains in contention here, but
the Ford is undoubtedly more capable. Check out some informative Ford F video reviews below.
Home Cars Ford Ford F Pros and Cons Modernized exterior makes a bold statement Brilliant
new hybrid powertrain Plenty of engine options Upscale, high-tech cabin Class-leading towing

and payload figures Tons of cool new features. Ram remains more comfortable As usual, top
trims are expensive Looks too similar to last year's model Some features feel gimmicky
Real-world fuel economy was disappointing. Best Deals on F See All F For Sale. New F Exterior
A new Ford F should look both familiar and fresh; that's not an easy ask, but Ford seems to
have pulled it off. Dimensions With three bed sizes and three body styles, the F's dimensions
vary significantly from one model to the next. Length Wheelbase Height Max Width F
Performance The new Ford F's performance ranges from adequate to truly brisk for a large
truck. Engine and Transmission There are six different engines on offer throughout the Ford F
pickup truck, starting with the base 3. Handling and Driving Impressions Despite adding a
radical new powertrain option to the mix, Ford made sure to keep the F's driving manners very
close to the outgoing model. F Gas Mileage The Ford F gas mileage you attain will depend
largely on the engine you choose and the work you subject it to. Fuel Tank Capacity. Fuel
Economy. F Interior The previous F pickup truck had a solid cabin, but it wasn't as luxurious as
what Ram brought to the table with its latest Seating and Interior Space Ford offers the F in
three different body styles, each with varying levels of passenger space. Seating capacity. Front
Leg Room Front Head Room F Infotainment and Features. Features From affordable workhorse
to a luxury chariot that can rival some truly upscale sedans, the Ford F lineup covers the full
gamut. F Problems and Reliability J. Key Safety Features Every new Ford F comes with a roll
stability control, a tire-pressure monitoring system, and six airbags including side-curtain
airbags. Additional Packages Truck owners love to customize their purchases and the Ford F
does not disappoint. Check out other Ford F Styles. Ford F Popular Comparisons. Ford F News.
Time to turn up the heat of the electric skateboard. Industry News. Now Buzzing. Change Style:
F F Raptor. Change Year: New. Ford F For Sale. Ford Trucks. Login Sign Up. Popular Tags. By
Make. By Car Type. By Price. King Ranch. Chevrolet Silverado Ram A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers
who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question.
Please enter a question. Skip to main content. FREE delivery: March 2 - 8. Only 5 left in stock order soon. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to
protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information
during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Gene Messer Ford of Amarillo. Sold by. Include
Add a Protection Plan:. Drops, spills and cracked screens due to normal use covered from day
one. Malfunctions covered after the manufacturer's warranty. Most claims approved within
minutes. Add No Thanks. Brand: Ford. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three
to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show
details. Ships from and sold by Gene Messer Ford of Amarillo. FREE Shipping. Ships from and
sold by 1A Auto. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of
1. Previous page. Next page. Featured items you may like. Register a free business account.
Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again
later. Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? What

other items do customers buy after viewing this item? See questions and answers. Customer
reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a
review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Superior to aftermarket Brake controllers. Verified Purchase. Buy it and a
cheapo OBD2 bluetooth dongle. Visit FORScan online unlock developer key and boom you can
enable it yourself, keep the money in your pocket, instead of the ford dealership. I bought one
and returned it because it did not fit the vehicle connector - or so I thought. I ordered another
one from a different online supplier, and it did not fit either - thats when I suspected there was
something I had missed. The vehicle connector has a cap on it that does not look like a cap. It
looks like a connector. I had to remove the cap and then it fit. I was installing in a F So if yours
does not fit, take a look and see if the connector has a cap So glad I got it! I am so glad that I got
this controller, it works awesome! Looks great and I don't have a big ugly box hanging off my
dash! Well worth the extra money, I was worried that the dealer would cost a fortune or wouldn't
program it! I put this on a f xlt. Took only 10 min to install so easy! By billy on August 7, Images
in this review. Watch the many install videos on the web. Make sure your fuse and relay are
installed as well. Works as it should. I had issues with a brand new car hauler 7 pin connector.
Almost forgot, I did have to have the dealership turn it on. The benefits justify the cost. Easy to
install, all components and instructions are included. Local Ford dealer charged 0. Don't be
cheap; this controller is well worth the money! Aftermarket controllers are much less expensive,
but they are do not integrate with the dashboard controls and cannot be mounted flush. The
brake controller came as expected! Took me a few days to get around to installing it. When I did
get to it,half hour later I had it installed! Didn't get to a dealership until just today! They flashed
it and it works great! I recommend this seller! Bought this one to fit my F XLT. Since it's OEM it
fits perfectly and the blue backlight matches the rest of the dash perfectly as opposed to some
of the other ones with green lights. Easy to install with the help of a youtube video. Integrates
as it should with the dash screen after you have a mechanic turn on the function in the
computer or do it yourself if you have one of those. Looks great in the dash and was super easy
to install. Like others have said you will need to take the truck to Ford to get the computer to
recognize the controller. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. This switch was
supposed to fit a F, turns out it's an old version that won't work, had to go buy a new switch in
the middle of our vacation, an expense that wasn't expected. Report abuse
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. Pages with related products. See and discover other items: ford f , brake for towing , f
accessories , ford f parts , ford parts and accessories. There's a problem loading this menu
right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top.
Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals
and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

